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Disclaimer
Thank you for downloading this ebook! You are welcome to share it with your friends.
This book may not be reproduced, copied, or resold for commercial purposes. If you’d
like to read more of my stories, please visit my Smashwords page or my blog The
Realms of Mr. Potestas to discover my other works. Thanks for your interest!
--This adult short story is a work of ction. It is meant for those eighteen and older. There
is sexual and taboo content, some of which may not even be possible. All characters are
eighteen or older. Though there are inspirations from other ctional sources, any
similarity to real people, live or no, is merely coincidental.
****
Forward
The following erotica was rst published on The Realms of Mr. Potestas. These stories
range from the contemporary to the bizarre. Most of the following are associated with
The Armageddon Archives and The Will of Darkness JIP miniseries. There is, however, one
previously unreleased Blog Flash. Enjoy!
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Author’s Note: This story is set prior and during the events of The Armageddon
Archives: Deep Cover.
A Succubus of Asmodeus
Lorella never planned on becoming a Succubus for the rest of eternity. Now one does; no
one can. Only Asmodeus, King of Lust, had the power to convert Alpha Lust Demons — and
only Alphas — into Succubi and Incubi. Of course, like anyone, Lorella did not even know what
class of Lust Demon she would become. Unlike most, however, she did not request to become a
Demon.
The young, brown haired, Orange County woman was one of the many that found herself
living in the neutral Realm of Asmodeus not long after the Apocalypse. She was so damned carefree that she was all but oblivious to it all. Money as she knew it was abolished in an instant —
fine by her, but the most important law of the new order she cared little about was to be a productive member of society, unless provably unable. There was room for surfer chicks, perhaps,
but not carefree ones.
After a summer of some great waves, she was arrested under the unsurprising charge of
being unproductive. She did not take the trial seriously. After the jury of Human peers found her
guilty, the grizzled Human judge, who served as such long before the Apocalypse, sentenced her
to become a Demon.
That was when her carefree nature finally broke down. She could have been banished
from the Realm, sent into what was quickly becoming a literal hellscape of pan-dimensional war.
What was to happen might not have been much better. The judge confirmed for her that there
was no way of knowing if she would become an Alpha, Sub-alpha, or desperately obedient thrall.
Worse, her will would be replaced by that of Asmodeus, regardless of how much of her sense of
self was retained.
Well, twenty-four hours after the ruling, she became an Alpha Demon of Lust. Her mind
was fully there, but her paramount obedience to Asmodeus was genetically engrained. Over the
next month, she came to embrace her new self, loving how she could alter her physical form to a
degree and fuck anything she wanted below her caste, including Humans, especially with her
long, fleshy tail. She shifted her already dark hair to a shimmering blackness, and made her reflective red skin have shifting shades of red, reminiscent of waves at the beach she still found
time to visit.
Of course, she was incapable of being “unproductive” now, partly running Orange County itself as a County Supervisor (a throwback position pre-apocalypse). She liked it. She never
realized how much she might like responsibility, even if her genetic encoding ensured she would
follow Asmodeus’ directive via the Alpha that transformed her.
Well, she was only a County Supervisor for a few months before she received a summons
from Asmodeus …
“Lorella, I hear you have become quite comfortable in your new path in life.”
“Yes, of course, Asmodeus,” she said in a resonant voice of pure lust that she toned down
when she worked with Humans. “Not sure if its those new genes or if I really do like responsibil-
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ity. Guess it does not really matter, my lord.” Her arousal toward the King was as powerful as her
obedience.
They stood alone at the top of the Tower of Lust (old Stratosphere Tower) in the RA capital, Las Vegas.
The Demon King smiled slightly. “You have come a long way, Lorella. I would like you
to come just that much further.”
“Yes, my lord Asmodeus?”
“I would like to make you a Succubus, the ultimate femme-fatale. That will make you a
top spy in my ranks.”
“As you wish, Asmodeus. I am honored to follow your new directive for me,” she said
honestly. Well, lies did not really exist in her genetic makeup; a Succubus could in the right circumstances to Humans and Lust Demons.
The massive King Demon stood in all his muscled glory, five foot pole rock solid. In a
flash, Lorella was on the floor with Asmodeus impaling her ass from behind. This epic pleasure
was exquisite, even before her body automatically adapted itself to take to full monstrosity, Well,
that monstrosity grew just that much more with every thrust until the tip poked past her lips. She
was skewered, turned into a massive anal cavity more sensitive than any Human pussy could
normally be. The agonizing pleasure was necessary to open her Alpha DNA for tweaking.
Asmodeus was now on his back, lifting his enthralled Lust Demon up and down his over
seven foot long shaft. In the orgasmic state of pure lust, she could feel her genetic code being
altered. The changes were mostly internal and mental, each thrust forcing them into existence.
While she actively sought out a good fuck before, Lorella now began to hunger for it. Her very
existence began to revolve around a need so powerful it might as well have been addiction: to
consume lustful pleasures. At the same time, a great urge to mate emerged, but with an instant
mental addendum from Asmodeus that she would hold off on that until ordered otherwise. Of her
mind overall, she found herself thinking more independently, almost as independently as when
she was Human.
While these changes began to set themselves, Asmodeus exploded his thick, all but endless streams of dark, demonic cum from her mouth, making Lorella like a kind of fountain for a
few moments.
Everything grew hazy, smothered in the ultimate food for a Succubus of Asmodeus. She
barely even noticed Asmodeus removing her from his shaft and laying her on the floor. All Lorella could do when her mind started to return was obsessively consume every drop of cum. She
consumed it off her face, her body, and even licked it off the floor.
When it was all consumed, she was still very hungry, but was able to compose herself
around her king. Well, she no longer felt passive around him anymore.
“Shit,” she huffed. “This is different …”
Asmodeus quietly laughed. “Always enjoyed this part. Consciously feeling all the
changes.”
“Feels amazing …” Lorella looked out the window. Her cat eyes easily focused on the
Humans and Demons far below, with far better an acuity than they had before. They all looked
like food to her now, even the Alphas. Lorella was still technically an Alpha herself, but it made
her mouth water at the thought of seducing an old fashioned one.
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Asmodeus placed his black clawed, red hand on her shoulder. “When you are ready,
Lorella, you will begin your journey to Montreal, what’s left of it. Your mission, regardless of
where you are posted, is to gather any and all information without revealing your true nature.
You may use all the means at your disposal to do so, but you are not allowed to kill at this time,
unless necessary. And of course, no turning other’s into Lust Demons or mating, at this time. Do
you understand, Lorella?”
She turned. What followed was not out of obedience, but of understanding of her new
position. “Yes, Asmodeus. I look forward to the pleasures of Montreal, and the information I can
attain for you and the Realm …”
What followed was rather standard spy craft, making herself appear like her past human
self in the highest of stilettos. Sometimes Human spies from the Realm would relay special orders, but normally she seduced and fucked whoever and whatever for any detail she could happily relay back to the Realm. This was the task of most Incubi and Succubus at present …
About four years later, Lorella was a top Succubus spy for the Realm. She was now stationed in Boston, a city presently occupied by Lucifer’s prideful forces. In her time there, she
found these Demons quite easy to seduce. All she ever needed to do was stroke their egos, and
they were putty in her hands and feet. She did not even mind their green skin tones either!
Lorella found herself hungry, so she targeted a rather striking Pride Demon with olive
green skin and matching cat eyes. Pride Demons did not really have “classes” or “castes” like
ones of lust, but she was likely relative to a Sub-alpha. Yet, ones of pride tended to have specialization regardless. She appeared to be specialized toward vanity, if the staring in the compact
mirror was any indication …
“Hey, looks like you’re winning!” Lorella said casually, appearing Human to the vain
Demon before her.
“Excuse me?” she asked confused.
“I can tell you do a great job with your beautiful yourself.”
“Oh, I thank you … You’re a very forward Human …”
Demons of other breeds were trained to look out for spies of Asmodeus or otherwise.
This Pride Demon was too obsessed with herself in that moment to be inquisitive enough to uncover a crafty Succubus!
“Not gonna lie. New to this city, and always liked green as a color.” She did not lie. This
green Demon was a supermodel with a fleshy tail.
She smiled pridefully at the “woman” and said, “I’m Cindy.”
“Lori.” They lightly shook. “Wow! Your skin feels so awesome. So smooth and slick.
Buy you a drink?”
She shrugged, and Lorella ordered them both what Cindy was having.
They talked, everything about Cindy. Lorella masterfully stroked Cindy’s ego, while turning Cindy on with just the right amount of lust emanations. Cindy was just a young Demon looking for Humans to worship her, not even a direct part of the ongoing war. Still, a feed was a feed
for a Succubus, as Cindy was in a position to catch some worthwhile conversations of superiors.
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Within twenty minutes, Cindy was fucking Lorella in the Pride Demon’s home nearby. It
was a rather amusing bout, with Cindy just watching herself in the mirror, shoving her tail into
Lorella between her thighs like a dick.
“You’re so fuckin’ hot, Cindy!”
“Yeah, fuck, I am hot!”
Then, something changed.
Lorella felt all restrictions placed upon her lift. In the heat of the moment, the subconscious message from Asmodeus was not really clear, but it would be made conscious after Lorella was able to feed unchained for the first time, making herself ovulate.
Cindy didn’t know what happened at first. All she could see was her naked self on top of
the mirror. A red tail forced its way up Cindy’s pussy, and she knew, she could feel it: she was in
the unbreakable clutches of a Succubus. Worse, something clearly changed, feeling so hopelessly
like a piece of meat.
From behind, Lorella practically forced Cindy to cum so hard she physically weakened.
The onslaught continued, making Cindy cum over and over, and when Lorella came herself,
Cindy collapsed in orgasm, energy sapped, consumed.
The Succubus shoved her own tail inside her, and came, joyously impregnating herself
for the first time. Cindy could feel she was impregnated herself, and could feel how the unborn
were of lust.
“No reason to consume you completely now, pretty thing,” the Succubus stated, squatting
next her prey, petting the cheek with her shiny tail.
“What do … you … want from me,” Cindy whimpered, happy to still be alive.
“Would’ve preferred to make you of lust, but you’re too specialized for that …” Lorella
was relishing the feeling of being more aggressive, as allowed by Asmodeus, whose message
was now loud and clear. “The war is changing in this moment. You will soon bear my spawn, and
after, when not being my personal snack, you will build the harem you dreamed of. As you are
consumed by my lust, they will be consumed by my lust. All an ever growing network.”
“Yes, I understand …” Cindy breathed in total defeat.
Lorella smiled in great excitement for what was to come …
####
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Author’s Note: This Flash is an indirect prequel to The Armageddon Archives: Deep
Cover, and was expanded into Armageddon Archives: Thrall of Lust.
Let’s Get a Thrall
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Marry and I had been living in Los Angeles, now the Realm of Asmodeus, for the
past six months. It changed our lives as dramatically as one would expect. We were not
sure if this was what we wanted prior, but Baltimore became a dangerous place after the
Apocalypse. Nothing was as prophesied, with the supposed Antichrist choosing Humanity over either Heaven or Hell, which were basically just pan-dimensional beings
lost in an endless war.
The Realm of Asmodeus sprung up as a result of the Demon King of Lust choosing to become a neutral party, supposedly at the insistence of that failed Antichrist.
Well, the war continued, and Baltimore was one of the many places the Human Alliance
failed to save.
Now, the Realm was not really a utopia in the Human sense. It was true that
everyone was an equal, personal gain was the real currency, and war never creeped into
its borders (beyond days of very poor air quality), but it was run by the King of Lust. As
such — if not in the majority, Demons of Lust were everywhere. At the top levels, Alpha
Demons ran the show, while all Lust Demons were subservient to Asmodeus at the genetic level. While sex and pleasure were encouraged, the cardinal law was to be a productive member of the Realm unless provably incapable. Marry and I quickly learned
and saw both punishments for breaking that law: banishment from the Realm or transformation into Demon of Lust. You could literally be transformed into a thrall, which
was the lowest of three classes of Lust Demons (submissive to even Humans). Unless
performed by Asmodeus, there really was no way to know what kind of Lust Demon
you would become: thrall, Sub-alpha, Alpha. And being transformed into a Demon will
regardless take away every shred of your humanity. That did not stop Humans and other breeds of Demon from joining the ranks of Asmodeus, though …
But again, we felt like we had no other options. We were welcomed heartily by a
Human woman and male Sub-alpha almost the moment we crossed the border at what
was central New Mexico. The two seemed to know everything about us, while it turned
out the agents of the Realm, primarily Demons, aided us and others wanting to join
their society. Plus, we learned, their intelligence agency knew just about everything as a
means of solidifying their neutrality.
Well, we were subsequently given a home in LA. Marry “contributed” by applying her skills in lm editing at the recently resurrected lm industry (downright pornographic now!), and I “contributed” as a now high level archivist in the city government.
Yeah, I was high enough up that my boss was a female Alpha, who was actually a great
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boss. And yeah, I enacted fantasies I had about her with Marry, who adapted to the
Realm faster than myself. In the end we were happy …
We were having dinner when I just said it. “You know what, Marry? I think …
Let’s get a thrall.”
She went wide eyed. Not slaves or pets, per se, but they certainly were very
much akin to a diabolical sex toy! “Are you serious?”
“Yeah, I am! You saw the neighbors got one a week ago.”
“I heard, too!” It was another set of neighbors that “welcomed” us into our new
lives almost deviously.
“Just thinkin’ … We don’t have to really treat it as our plaything … I really wanna embrace all this place has to offer …”
She sighed, but not in a negative way, smirking. “Well, err, where do we get
one?”
“We can ask the neighbors. My boss probably knows!”
“Yeah, she’ll tell yah to jerk off her tail, suck her toes, and then help out!”
I laughed. “I keep tellin’ you, Marry. She’s really not like that!”
“OK, ne, Jack! Let’s see what happens. Not like a thrall would be depressed
over a rejection if it doesn’t work out.”
We smooched, and Marry released my dick right there. She sucked it off a bit, before humping me on the chair to our mutual orgasm …
My boss was a little surprised by the query, but was also pleased at how well we
were embracing the Realm’s culture. Her tail swayed in a rather “intrigued” way. She
made a quick call, and texted me an address …

fi

I walked into my house with Alison, the thrall Lust Demon. She decided she
wanted to become a Lust Demon a month ago. Found an Alpha, and well, the dice
rolled. That was not an uncommon story. This was all from her. She technically still had
a mind, but was genetically encoded to only be subservient. So, I and Marry technically
had control over how “independent” she would be with us.
The young Demon was on the tall-side for Human standards, just under six feet.
Had smooth, pale red, shimmering skin, and had short black claws. Her feet were elongated in a way that made it more than natural to wear those high heels. Her ears and
rather long tail were quite pointed. Her hair was long and brown, as her somewhat
short horns curved back. Her eyes were surreal, as Lust Demons’ often were: the outer
portion was a vibrant red, the iris was a bright yellow, and catlike pupils were the
blackest of black.
Unlike Demons above her class, it was impossible to become lost in lust within
those eyes, but they were still rather alluring. Indeed, she had no control over the mind
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altering lust she admitted, ironically a bit stronger than my boss’ actively toned down
emanations.
“Your wife isn’t home yet?” Allison asked curiously. Her voice had a subtly erotic
resonance, avoring her emanated lust.
“Should be home soon. I know she’ll like you.”
She smiled hungrily. “Do you wanna try me out?” Allison only really wanted to
fuck. In some ways, a life of sex was all she wanted when she decided to become a Lust
Demon.
I shrugged and began to make out with a Demon for the rst time in my life. My
dick was already throbbing, but somehow got even harder at the feel of her lips and
snake-like tongue. I told her to remove her clothes; she did so.
Back against the wall, hungrily making out, she lifted her leg on my side. I
groped it, loving the feel of her silken yet rubbery skin. At the same time, I almost obsessively groped her eshy thick tail, making her moan.
I was so enthralled in the moment that I didn’t notice my wife walking in …
wearing only the strap-on dildo she fucked my ass with last week.
“Hi, Jack. Wanna introduce me to your new friend?” she said, hungry eyes
locked on the thrall Demon.
“Oh, uh, this is Allison,” I huffed. “She’s pretty new to the whole Demon thing,
but we all gotta nd a way to contribute!”
“Hi, Allison,” Marry greeted. “Wanna be my friend, too?”
“Yeah, I do!” she said happily.
Marry teasingly rubbed the dildo on her ass.
“Let’s see you fuck her thighs, Jack!”
I did so, my wife always the encouraging one. Her strong thighs felt so good
around my dick.
“Yeah, that’s kind hot!” Marry exclaimed, stroking her dildo. “Turn around, Allison, and bend over.”
She did so, immediately going for the dildo presented to her. I quickly undid her
panties and penetrated the pussy of lust. Fuck, she felt amazing! The Demoness sucked
the dildo so hard that Marry had to reset and tighten it.
“Yeah, this is really hot, Jack. She’s sucking me off so good I can feel it!”
“Glad you approve, babe!”
“Well, how often do I get to wear a strap-on?” Marry teased.
Eventually I was on my back. Marry trading my throbbing dick between her
mouth and Allison’s rm Demon ass. I imagined it would feel this good with my Demoness boss, and that probably meant it would feel even better with her, an Alpha. In
the moment, that didn’t matter. Allison humped my dick with her ass cheeks like the
spawn of lust she was.
Marry began to grope and smack the Demon’s ass. “Just can’t help it!”
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“Feels really good, Marry!” Allison exclaimed.
I then wanted to try something I only dreamed about as a teen. With Allison positioned next to me on the oor, she stroked my dick with her strong leg, clamping it
behind the knee and between her calf and hip. This was an awkward position, but Marry helped keep everything straight, sometimes sucking the tip. It felt so fucking good!
Marry wanted in on this leg action, so we put Allison on her back, knees up. On
our knees, dick and dildo were tightly clamped within the Demoness’ legs. Much less
awkward position!
“She’s making is so tight, I can actually feel the pressure rub my pussy!” Marry
exclaimed. “This is a really cool and unique moment were sharing, Jack.”
“Yeah!”
We stared into each other’s loving eyes, lled with a now deeply engrained lust.
“I’m so happy I could bring you two together amongst all this lust!” Allison said
happily.
We thrust hard, almost playfully.
“Let’s see her dick sucking skills!” Marry exclaimed.
We stood up, while marry sat on her legs. She traded off stroking and sucking the
respective dicks. Allison just naturally knew how to make if feel perfect, as she was especially a savant at moving the strap-on in a way the pleasured Marry. We smiled and
laughed at each other in the joy and deep pleasure.
“I wonder if I should wear a strap-on all the time. Get random men and women
to suck it. Love, urrr, love wearin’ this thing!”
“You got my vote!” Allison exclaimed before giving my member a wet, moist
turn.
I then began to fuck her tits with my dick, as she masterfully sucked Marry’s
rubber member.
“Hot view, Jack!” Marry exclaimed, huf ng.
I almost didn’t even notice Marry’s comments, the pleasure between Allison’s
lust pillows was so awesome!
We then lay Allison on the couch, and I fucked her breasts from above, she taking
the opportunity to lick my asshole with her long tongue. I never dreamed of such a
thing before. There was also the fact that I found myself fucking Marry’s tits as well in
this fantasy that never existed.
Eventually, I just humped Allison’s face, dick down her throat. The Demon’s
tongue slithered around my pulsating member in ways all my orgasmic. At the same
time, Marry humped Allison’s ass, moaning happily. Well, I should say Allison’s tongue
was orgasmic, because I came hard into her mouth, harder than I ever came in my life,
draining myself silly.
“Make me cum Allison!” Marry ordered.
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The two kissed, most certainly sharing some of my cum. Before I knew it, Allison
was humping my wife with her tail, dildo unstrapped beside them. Allison soon blasted
a load of presumably blanks lled Demon cum into my wife, making her cum hard,
wildly.
I lay next to my amazed wife, who huffed, “I can’t believe we just fucked a Demon!”
“She’s our Demon.”
With hungry looks in our eyes, we crawled over to continue fucking the happy
thrall Demon of Lust …

fi

####
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Author’s Note: This Flash partly leads into JIP: Thrall of Lust. Also, this story revisits
many of the same elements as Beyond the Madness of Passions: The Magic Limo
Ride.
The Lust Game
OK, this whole thing was pretty crazy! It wasn’t my idea, but here the four of us were,
reading through a disclaimer mandated by the Demon King Asmodeus. We were just some young
college students at USC in the now ironically named Los Angeles, Realm of Asmodeus. Other
than Demons running things at the top, it was not that different here. Plus, it was much safer than
half the world now. Well, all right, lust was a major part of our lives just about the moment we
hit the age of consent at 17, and knowledge of it came long before.
Anyway, there was this “Game” that some people were playing. An Alpha Lust Demon
agrees to drive you around for three hours with the lust turned up all the way. Supposedly you
get a sense of what it feels like to be a horny Lust Demon after a while. You are literally corrupted, but nothing permanent. It became popular enough that Humans needed to sign something,
given the corruption involved …
By Decree of Asmodeus, No. 22568, the following must be read and signed by all involved Humans, and
approved by the attending Alpha
Humans opting to experience extreme levels of lust without the intent of becoming Demon must understand
Demonic Corruption. The minimum amount of time it may take to reach a point of no return, leading to
transformation into Demon, is approximately four hours at the minimum, when absorbing the maximum level of
lust emanations from an Alpha. It is not possible for a Human to develop more than a mild tolerance to lust
emanations. As such, the maximum amount of time a Human is allowed to experience such high levels of lust for
recreational purposes is three hours (See Decree No. 22567).
Within those three hours, Humans will first experience extreme euphoria. They will then begin to experience an
increase in arousal beyond controllable levels. Sexual acts are inevitable; Human sexual orientation becomes
meaningless. Physical changes may also occur, such as altered skin and more sensitive erogenous zones. Such
changes and overall effects will reverse themselves within 72 hours at the minimum.
It must be noted that all Humans are different. The amount of physical changes and overall arousal will vary, as
well as the amount of time it may take for those changes to reverse. In rare cases, a Human may absorb enough
lust emanations within only three hours to reach a point of no return. All Humans must seek permission from an
Alpha or be ordered by a duly appointed judge to transform into Demon (See Decree No. 155). As such, once
accepted by the attending Alpha, this form serves as total consent: for the Human to experience the extreme effects
of total lust, and that the Human is aware of the possibility of irreversible corruption.
Sign __________________________
Print _______________________
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Lana had somehow convinced Esmerelda, who had been her boss during an internship
within the city government last year, to be the attending Alpha. It was Lana’s idea. Esmerelda
was incredibly serious about the form, even wanting to be in the room when we signed our copy.
These Lust Demons were so mindlessly obedient to the King of Lust that her behavior was not
really that surprising.
I was turned on just by looking at this voluptuous, deep crimson skinned Amazon, whose
skin seemed to be covered with flowing tattoos. Her very tail made my pussy twitch! I laughed
quietly, if only because I never considered myself a lesbian!
At first, not much more seemed to be happening in the wondering limo. Yeah, we were
drinking and incredibly euphoric, but that was basically it. Well, OK, I was rather turned on the
moment I met the Alpha Esmerelda!
The more I thought about Esmerelda, the more turned on I was, and the more turned on I
was, the more I was turned on by my fiends. It was an intense feedback loop. It was perhaps
more intense then the others were experiencing.
We took pictures of our ecstatic selves. Making the first erotic moves, I teasingly kissed
Jess, loving the fruity scent of her brown hair and minty taste of her soft lips. While she giggled,
I quickly brought her back to feel those lips again on mine.
Before I knew it, I was experimentally making out with Jess, feeling her cleavage. I think
I was definitely more drunk on alcohol and demonic lust than all of them. The fact that Lana and
Brianna were now making out was something I barely noticed. I never felt my pussy so wet before. The fact that I did not remember removing my probably soaked panties was likely for the
best …
The euphoria was pure arousal now. Jess and I were hungrily, desperately removing our
clothes. I almost possessively felt her wet crotch, while we smashed our mouths together. Damn I
loved her little tits and athletic physique!
We looked over to the other two, in euphoric ecstasy, before I just groped Jess’ wet pussy.
She looked at me, hungry and amazed. I think she still just felt erotic euphoria. Yet, I now only
felt the lust, and wanted more.
I could hear happy coos on the other end of the limo, while Jess and I made lust with our
mouths and hands. Barely even noticed nor cared that my lightly glossed nails were now black
and shimmering.
It felt so good to give and receive lust! I was soon concentrating on making Jess cum
hard. Oh, yes, she became orgasmic, the others looking on in amazement.
With the others masturbating to us, I went down on Jess’ cum-soaked pussy, consuming
the lust I created. I wanted more, so I aggressively made out with the crotch, creating that cum I
so desired. At the same time, I could feel an oddly pleasurable tingle at the based of my spine,
while my skin seemed to develop of shimmer.
After a while, we all just groped and pleasured one another in a mass of pure lust. I was
in the center of it. Lucy, with all her golden hair, seemed to truly enjoy my pussy!
I honestly could no longer tell time. We could have been consumed by demonic lust for
only half an hour or two hours or many weeks. It did not matter; I did not care …
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At who knows what point we were in our three hour tour of lust, we all seemed to have
changed a bit physically. Jess seemed to be taller and yet more muscular. Lana had deep red
claws, and lactating breasts. Lucy’s tongue was now long, snakelike, and forked.
I think, yes, I was somehow the most. I was affected more from the beginning. My skin
was now a shimmering red, black nails now distinct claws, feet elongated, definitely stronger
physically, and … Holy shit! I have a tail! By a Will not my own, I moved it into Lucy’s soaked,
hot pussy. Oh my God, I can feel it! I can feel pleasure from my new tail like a sensitive member
it clearly was. It was so fucking good. I began to thrust it in and out of the orgasmic woman,
wanting to feel my own cum flow through that tail.
They were all over me now, like I became a kind of focal point of the lust. Oh yes, oh
fuck! My now hyper-sensitive tits, groped so aggressively, were beginning to leak what could
only be described as pre-cum, perhaps more pre-cum than I could pleasurably feel squiring from
the tip of my tail. Was this how Lust Demons truly felt? Seeing, wanting, needing, absorbing the
lust others seemed so willing to give? It felt so inhuman. I didn’t feel Human.
I no longer cared who was doing what as long as they were doing it. None of my lustful
actions seemed of my own will anymore. Two of them sucked off my near-orgasmic breasts, intermittently taking turns kissing my drooling mouth. Oh, my mouth! Not only was my tongue
now long and sensitive, but my entire mouth felt like my sensitive pussy.
My whole body then seemed to cum. I spewed my juices from my pussy into one’s
mouth, tail into one’s pussy, and tits into another’s, while the Humans all came hard from the
taste and feel of my juices. Cum was everywhere. I felt light as a feather with my oh so rare
wings, feeling my curvy horns. The others were lapping my cum up wildly, orgasmically before
we all made out with our long, rather demonic tongues …
I looked at them. They were definitely still my friends, but I had no will to feel love toward them. No … I could not feel any love …
“Well!” an erotic voice resonated before us. It was Esmerelda. “Three hour tour is done.
Jess, Lana, Lucy, you’ll be back to your old selves in a few days … Jenna, oh, Jenna …”
I felt so different; I was overwhelmed by the lust I was still feeling, by the Will I could
not yet fathom. Yet, it was clear Esmerelda turned her lust emanations down to humanly tolerable
levels.
The Alpha’s long, thick tail curiously swayed. “You appear to have been quite susceptible
to demonic corruption. If I stopped a minute early, you might have been able to go back to your
Human form. It may not have been a Demonic Deal, but I agreed to give you those three hours.
Well, here we are … Jess, Lana, Lucy, please move to the other side of the cabin.”
They did so. Esmerelda then directed all her maximized lust emanations toward me, suggestive of an old, talented Alpha. I humped her proportionally large, firm thigh, finishing the
now inevitable transformation into Demon, while my cat-eyes became lost in the blackness of
hers.
In the darkness, there was a massive image of pure lust too powerful to look at directly. It
was the source of the Will overwhelming me … It was Asmodeus. I was on my knees, looking
down onto the great Demon Monarch’s elongated, clawed feet, which I would fuck at a moments
notice.
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“Look up to my eyes,” the pure lust echoed.
I did so, barely, becoming lost in total blackness of truth.
“What are you, Jenna?”
“I am a Sub-alpha Demon of Lust …” I quietly echoed in the infinite truth before my ultimate Master.
“Good, Sub-alpha Jenna. By my Will, Esmerelda shall order your next steps …”
Esmerelda’s large arm grasped me from behind, and pulled me out of a lustful reality I
had no power to escape from …
Back in the limo, Esmerelda glanced at my mindlessly masturbating, Human friends.
“Jenna, as a Sub-alpha, you know your practically equal status with Humans. By Asmodeus’
Will, I want you to continue your life with your friends for now, cultivating the relationships in
new and lust-filled ways. Finish your studies, be with your old friends. Do you understand, Subalpha Jenna?”
“Yes, I understand, Alpha Esmerelda,” I said in total obedience.
She smiled in the most tantalizing of ways, flicking her tail. “You’ll stay with me for a
good week. That should give your friends time to recover, and you more than enough time to
come to full understanding of what you now are.”
“Yes, Alpha Esmerelda! I’ve never felt so excited in my life …”
I became a Demon of Lust by accident and silliness. It did not matter … I casually flew
down to my dorm at the university to remake a path in life by the Will of my eternal master Asmodeus …
####
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Author’s Note: This story was incorporated into The Will of Darkness: Black Birds.
The Cultists
{Partially reconstructed video les to be merged with source backup les}
The video began at a strip club in Cranston, Rhode Island, near Providence. The women
were in a wild feeding frenzy of blow jobs and orgasmic cum eating, where the young
vigilante Falcon actively fed on several men.
Good God! Shadowhawk’s voice sounded via audio. Did you have to feed until they pass
out?
“I have to do this,” she said seriously when a dick wasn’t in her mouth. “This is what sustains me now … UMMMM …” She joyously came and swallowed. “We’ll gure it out when
we’re done here …”
You did it again! Shadowhawk exclaimed. Falcon made no response.
Eventually, the video switched to an underground, stone chamber of a non-euclidean design. The video was somewhat hazy, partly being transmitted through rock.
All sixteen cultists, including Tammy, the o cial manager of the strip club and apparent
cult leader, were there naked with apparent rubber tentacles shoved up their pussies or
asses.
Tammy began, “This is the day. The awoken Great Cthulhu is ready to cross the endless
aeons between the worlds!”
To the surprise of everyone but Tammy, men piled into the chamber. A bunch of them
held hearty ropes. What looked like a very solid wall formed behind, apparently sealing
them in.
The video began to grow hazy, like a snow storm was on the edge of blowing through.
The audio began to fade in and out.
“First and foremost,” Tammy could be heard through the garble. “I … than pleased we
have every walk of life present within our chapter … Heartening … We have college students. We have immigrants from Japan. We have scientists. We even…”
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“What!?” Falcon muttered under her breath. Two of the men tightly grasped her, while at
least one man held an arm of one of the other women.
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“You are as welcome …” Tammy exclaimed. “Do not be alarmed … [garbled] … You see,
freewill is a factor until our Lord arrives … … Probably the last. If she arrived even days
before, she would not be standing here as one of us … … It was my risk, but I was certain
she would not have enough time effectively to do so when she arrived. You haven’t …
[garbled] …”
“Umm …” Falcon muttered, eyes on her.
I’m coming for you, Falcon!
“Well … [garbled] … of no consequence at this point!” Tammy said happily. “Now, to be
sure, the original plan of fucking ourselves into oblivion would have worked ne, but … …
to do it a bit differently. I have heard the site in Kyoto is applying a similar alternate
method …”
The men visibly pushed down the somewhat surprised women onto their knees, including reverent Tammy and terri ed Falcon.
“We will all be bound and on our knees while they spew their essence onto us. In turn …
… All the gateway needs are our inhuman orgasms. Once the gateway is open and our
Master emerges, the only thing that will matter is the Will of Great Cthulhu …”
Falcon looked to be on the oor. She was breathing heavily, especially when the several
men surrounding were starting to jerk off. The same thing was happening to the other
women in the room, barely seen.
Thick blobs of cum looked to be spewing onto her face. It clearly felt good, Falcon starting to moan in pleasure. It seemed a man grasped her head, while the others surrounding jerked off into her apparently wide open mouth. Her vision was quickly obscured
somewhat by a thickening mask of cum. She began to orgasm herself, while swallowing
whatever slime made it inter her mouth.
The video now began to fade in and out as well.
Static
It appeared that Falcon had slipped out of her bonds without much struggle, but was
clearly too enthralled to stop herself from feeding. She was soon stoking two dicks at
the same time, playing with one with her mouth and tongue. Cum audibly spewed down
her throat making her orgasm and swallow loudly. She quickly moved on to the other in
hand, forcing out the man’s cum and life into her.
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Static
The epic sound of a super-orgasm became audible. All the life they just consumed was
almost literally making them explode.
Even through the growing levels of static, the golden lighting in the room visibly started
to change.
Static
Falcon slowly stood, and walked over to Tammy. It looked like she was walking through
a blizzard of digital snow. The wildly owing air in the room made all the women’s hair
move like wild tentacles. She unbound her.
Falcon said something inaudible. She helped the almost jubilant Tammy to her feet.
“I’m glad … … Reforged …”
They hungrily made out, orgasmically lapping the cum still dripping down their faces.
After a few moments, they removed something from their rears, and turned to the bright
owing chaos.
Even with this high levels of static, something seemed visible. What resembled dark, octopus-like appendages slowly came into view.
Static
Images of what looked like women wrapped in black tentacles faded in and out of the
growing static blizzard. They almost seemed to be oating.
The entire room was lled with a wild level of mu ed moans and coos and grunts, and
the haunting nature of it exacerbated by the high pitched garble.
Static
Falcon herself did not even seem be on the oor anymore. She visibly stroked and
sucked the maddeningly impossible black snake clearly penetrating her mouth.
Static
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What looked like black goo became visible through the nearly destroyed image. The
darkly orgasmic noise of the room increased, as did the static.
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What might have been Falcon’s hands became intermittently visible. Each time they
seemed darker somehow.
Static
Others in the room began to look darker somehow through the white-out blizzard.
Shimmering black tentacles were everywhere.
Static
Falcon seemed to oat downward onto the oor. Through the static, there still seemed
to be the chaotic light emanating from the wall. A silhouette of a massive winged anthropoid with a head of owing tentacles barely became visible.
Static …
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Author’s Note: The following depicts scenes in the upcoming chapter of The Will of
Darkness: Enyo. However, this is instead told from the perspective of Bianca Smith.
I Met a Goddess Today
{Digitized journal entries from Bianca Smith’s journal. It describes the day she met Enyo.
The entries go into a second book, which is not within this le.}
Bianca’s Journal
So, an actual Goddess walked into my bar. Her attire was a rather contemporary red tube top, skinny jeans, and brown sandals. She looked hot, but was
disappointed somehow.
She quietly sat at the empty bar, and asked me for some wine.
She confirmed who she was: Enyo
“You are?”
“Bianca!” I gave her the wine. “I’m not normally allowed to just give out
whole bottles, but I’ll bend the rules for you!”
Enyo drank down half the glass not looking dissatisfied. “It’s funny. I never
thought of myself as a hero.”
“Well, you have been since you helped destroy that robot monster … Hey,
would you mind if I ask you something?”
“Go right ahead, Bianca.”
“Did you really go to battle once covered with blood instead of armor?”
She raised an eyebrow, looking all awkward. “It was’t my idea …”
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“Huh …” Now I wasreallycurious.
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“Ares said I should just use blood as armor as a joke. I said no without a
laugh. Zeus overheard, and told me to do it. Did not amuse him much, so never again. Zeus calmeda lotsince then, but can be quite the asshole.”
“Dealing with shitty bosses! I know that.”
Enyo smiled pleasantly.
“So, saving the world again?”
Enyo knew it was a jovial question. “Actually, it would seem so.”
“Oh … What’s coming this time?” I was very serious now.
“Already here. This one’s a real head trip, to use the contemporary parlance.
The Protectors aren’t strong enough anymore for this fight. Maybe right after
the last, but not today. We need something more. We need eyes an ears to figure out what is happening.”
“If you’re looking for followers, Enyo, you don’t need to try very hard.” I
took out my phone, swiped around, and presented it to Enyo.
She looked at a Facebook fan page dedicated to her.
“Looks like you’ve got over three-million followers on there.”
“Err … Well, pedicare me! Is this even serious? I know you can like whatever
you want on there, whether true or not, whether Human or not.”
“Well, even if only a third of them are serious, that’s a million people. Besides, I think even bots are afraid to troll you online!”
“You’re in this group, I take it?”
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“Yeah. Why not? You’re as beautiful as powerful. You create victories even in
defeat. You decided to help people, when you could have just stopped caring
like the rest of the Old Gods. You’re the ultimate feminist icon!”
“Huh …” She sat in apparently deep thought.
“Our nemesis is not on Facebook, is he?” Bianca asked.
“No, I do not think so …” she said ponderously. She glanced at my wedding
ring. “Caution is still of upmost importance, it would seem, though … It has
been a very long time since I took a direct role with my followers. People have
changed in ways at times intangible. Would you and your spouse like to come
to my place tonight?”
I felt more excitement and joy than I thought possible. “Fuck yeah! I get
off in an hour. I’ll call Larry …”
Larry sat on the red couch of Enyo’s cabin. He was surprisingly relaxed,
compared to me. Well, I might as well have been the true “worshiper” here,
but he looked curious.
We two sat before her, the mesmerizing Goddess.
“So this … Facebook group. How connected are you with it?”
I smiled. “Not at admin or anything, but I know one in real life. I can get into
contact with her to make myself an admin, too”
“What I need in followers is not quite like the old days of glory, Bianca. You
understand social media better than myself, but that is barely the first step.
We need to keep in mind the timetable may be short, and the timetable is very
much obscured.”
“Facebook is that, Enyo!” Larry said jovially. “But, what do you want in followers?”
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Enyo smiled. “You get right to it, Larry! When have I ever had a large following
next to Ares? … What I want, obviously, is devotion. I also want altruism. I
was tired of burning whole cities to the ground before your ancestors’ ancestors were born.”
“How do your followers confirm thisaltruistic devotion, Enyo?” he asked with
a sarcasm masking fascination.
Enyo turned to me. The way I looked up at her said it all. Having the Goddess
tower over me in total command of the room was practically overkill.
“Your wife, Larry, is ready to understand.”
What happened after that was remarkable. I had sex with a Goddess. I will
remember it vividly forever. I learned to derive pleasure from her, and let that
become my pleasure. At the same time, I remember also deriving more and more
pleasure every time I followed her commands. Her feet were perfect, yes, but
I wanted to worship them, as ordered. Her asshole was perfect, yes, but I
wanted to shove my tongue into it, as ordered. I wanted her to be pleasured
above all else. I became …hers.
All I seem to know now is whatever Enyo tells me to. I no longer have a will
of my own, yet I am now her General. The orders I am given are paramount. I
am her extension, her translator, her Human wrangler. I feel her inside me,
always, guiding my every action. The love that connects me to her is beyond
any depth that may be dreamed by the Human mind. This is my life now. That
said, Enyo does not care about having a journal. I just find it rapidly becoming
necessary. This is the last page of this book! I do want to still explain what
happened if anyone ever comes across this. I want others to know the pleasures that Enyo can give …
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Author’s Note: This story takes place prior to the main events of The Will of Darkness, focussing
on Tammy, a later Priestess of Cthulhu.
Recovered entries from Tammy Jackson’s 2018 journal
[The following in neat but somewhat carefree hand]
April 4
Craziest dreams last night! Started with me watching some weird tentacle porn. Really getting off on it.

Turns me on still just thinking about it. What I was watching wasn’t just some big rubber dildo thing
forcing itself into a woman. The whole thing was kinda dark and more realistic somehow. Shiny black

tentacles from nowhere penetrated every hole of the woman that was really enjoying it. There was a sur-

real sensuality the way the tentacle wrapped around her limbs and penetrated her. Held up in the air, she
was swimming in a sea of unearthly pleasure.
Shit, I’m fingering myself now!
What is really amazing me is how it gave me an idea for a project. My friends and I were struggling to
come up with a subject, and the thing is due by the end of May. It will be the psychology of sex cults
when fictional mythology is applied. I hope they like the idea.
April 5
They went for it! Ron, Jack, and Brad seemed a little too excited, and Lisa clearly did not have any better ideas. What really surprised me was how the idea evolved. I really am not sure who wanted to do this

first, but at least I was really excited. Inspired by the legendary “Dare Club” that supposedly existed at
the college back in the late 1990s, we agreed to do more than just research, and create our own cult.
The latter part was not really part of the accepted proposal.

Also not part of the proposal was our agreement that we would need to shed our sexual inhibitions

amongst ourselves. None of us were seeing anyone right then, so that was not a bid deal. We did all admit that this was pretty crazy, though.

April 6 through 9 appear missing
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April 10
We talked with some cooky old professor today. Just the original four of us. Brianna was not part of the
“official” project. We went though some real and fictional cults, particularly the sex-cults. Interesting, but
the only one that really caught me was the ones of Lovecraft.

The described cults were and weren’t sexual in nature. The professor agreed that tentacle porn had
roots with these kinds of stories. What was really interesting was the lack of detail in the rituals, at least
in what Lovecraft wrote. The professor forwarded his interpretation that it did not really matter what the
rituals were, because they were largely created by humans via trial and error. It was like an ant colony
deciding to get the attention of humans: possible.

He was surprisingly helpful in devising possible rituals based on the Cthulhu Mythos, especially in what
would best connect to sexual endeavors.

April 11 through 14 appear missing
[The following in scrawled hand]
April 15
Preparations for our first ritual were complete last night. What we did cannot be undone.
We set up on top of a nearby hill. 3D printed statue of Cthulhu at the peak. All naked under our robes, which became our blankets once disrobed when we started.
With me at the forefront naked and chanting, they were all pleasuring themselves. With
my staff, I began to open the Gate that was Yog-Sothoth.
Yog-Sothoth knows the gate.
Yog-Sothoth is the gate.
Yog-Sothoth is the key and guardian of the gate.
Past, present, future, all are one in Yog-Sothoth.
He knows where the Old Ones broke through of old,
and where They shall break through again.
He knows where They have trod earth’s fields,
and where They still tread them,
and why no one can behold Them as They tread.
By our sexual power freely given,
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Let us see into the Hiding Light!
Let us see into the Blinding Darkness!
Rend the Veil!
Destroy the Mirror!
Reveal the Illusion!
See, the Gate opens!
After speaking those words, myself and the rest orgasming, something happened. I began
to chant in a language and tones wholly alien to me. A veil of darkness shrouded me that
was no veil. The timeless infinity of the multiverse slowly began to infest my perception
of reality. There were vast darknesses overlapping with endless energies, impossible colors,
life beyond life. Through it all was something existing that was beyond my feeble human imagination moments before.
Before me came into focus a monstrous anthropoid form, whose tentacled presence transcended conscious reality. Waves of pleasure flew from the being that was the Great
Cthulhu. Every wave brought about world destroying orgasms that ripped apart my very
being. I became nothing yet everything in a time undetermined. Yet, it was that very orgasmic energy that gave me the strength to pull myself back together into something
new.
My Master pushed me back to my feeble human body back on Earth. My reformed essence altered my body at the genetic level, remaking me into the first true Priestess of the
Great Cthulhu. There would be no need to open the Gates again, for my essence was now
forever connected with my Great Old One, the Dreamer existing beyond time and space.
I simply knew things now. I knew the path I must take. I knew my DNA, my essence
would transform further. Every genetic change will bring me and others to a final form
forged by the Great Cthulhu
[No known further entries]
####
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Author’s Note: This story was reedited and expanded into JIP: Alien Amazons.
Alien Lover
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I sat across from my sister and her Chikator lover, Lu’rel. Anna’s lover was very
tall and very blue and very scaly, even for her race (maybe had a small crush on her).
Felt like dropping in, not seeing Anna for a month. Yes, we knew she fell in love with a
Chikator two months ago. That was not the shock.
“So, err, when did you become Chikator, Anna?” I asked, throat dry.
The two glanced at each other in that Chikator way that was indecipherable, but common amongst mates. It was like they were looking inside each other. They looked back
to me, putting on that odd, almost arti cial-looking smile.
“Yeah, Jason. I literally just nished my transition last night,” she said in a deep,
resonating voice that was not unlike the voice I knew. “I wanted to love Lu’rel as truly
as possible after we meshed, so she eventually guided me through the process.”
She looked looked as much like my sister as much as she didn’t. Before, she was a slim,
olive skinned woman with black hair and turquoise eyes, and was about average
height. Now, she was nearly six feet tall (about average for her race), with deep blue
skin with very subtle scales, blue tentacle hair, and blue eyes. That was not to mention
her well toned physique. Was it incestuous to be sexually attracted to her now? She was
not even Human anymore.
“It’s all right, Jason,” Anna consoled. “I can feel your sexual attraction toward
me. I’ve changed completely. I know you will adapt to who I am now …”
“What was the transition like?”
“Well,” she shrugged rather humanly. “Incremental, Jason. You can’t transform
all at once really. The meshing gives you a piece of, well, us. That allows you to alter
your physical form, with guidance. Changing your genetic code completely takes a lot
more effort than developing a tighter ass. The mind is changed last.”
“You were physically Chikator before your mind was?”
“Yeah, it was quite interesting having the mind and instincts of a Human with
the body and empathy of a Chikator! Of course, the best part of my transformation experience was learning Lu’Rel was the Penetrator between us. She now has a well hidden dick because of that. If we have offspring, I’ll be birthing them. In fact, I think we
will mate soon.” She turned to Lu’rel, and said atly, “I can’t wait to mate with you.”
They brie y kissed, Lu’rel actively and blatantly shoving her wet, bluish tongue down
my sister’s throat.
“How … do you feel?”
She cocked her head oddly, and with a disarming smile said, “Hard explain, Jason. The only Human part of me left are my memories as one, and I can
say everything is completely different now. The instincts of the Chikator are my in-

stincts. Even my senses are different. I can’t really see anything below green, and can
see into ultraviolet. I …”
There was a knock at the door.
Lu’rel stood. “That is probably my sister,” she resonated. “I called her this morning about Anna, and she wanted to meet the new Anna!”
A striking Chikator walked inside. Well, they all were, but this one just took my breath
away. She was about the same height as my sister is now. Her subtly scaly skin was a
lighter blue than average, with from what I could see, lighter portions on her palms and
face. She was almost lithe in her well toned physique. Her very light blue eyes were
simply mesmerizing.
“Sanlo, I know you’re here to see Anna, but her brother just stopped in. His name
is Jason.”
“Hello, Jason!” she greeted pleasantly.
“Uh, hi.” We shook.
Her hand was smooth and warm. Her scent was like a late afternoon summer after a storm. She instantly picked up my attraction, and clearly did not mind.
The three greeted each other in a very “formal” way, as in they starred into once another’s blank eyes for a few moments. I remember that weirding me out the rst time I say
that, but it was apparently them “opening without malice” or some such. While they
strongly felt and understood how other species felt, they could mesh their own minds at
a very top, non-sexual level. Nothing transferred but raw thought.
We all made small talk for a while. I wanted to believe that I was letting myself
become infatuated with Sanlo, but the reality was that she was encouraging my draw to
her. She bent the conversation in a way that made it almost just the two of us after a
while, and eventually it really was. She was an epidemiologist literally curing the common cold. She was fty Earth years old (practically a teenager). She was on Earth for
ve years. She liked twentieth century science ction …
Eventually, I needed to run to work, but I set up a lunch date with Sanlo for tomorrow
…
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“I just want to con rm that I really like how you are feeling toward me, Jason.”
“Oh, good! I’m feeling a lot!”
We were the only two sitting outside at this little cafe at the moment. And even if there
were anyone else there, I would not have noticed. I could not take my eyes off this blue
amazon. I found myself attracted to everything about this person. The texture of her
rubber-like skin, her white-blue nails. her tentacle-like hair, her mesmerizingly bright
eyes, her high cheekbones, her small breasts, her long toned legs, her high arched and
large feet in lovely sandals, her shimmering pink dress (high-cut), and especially her
personality. She was subtly passive in her personality.
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It was interesting how our interests overlapped, but for differing reasons. Her
enjoyment of old sci- was out of fascination, while mine was out of enjoyment of the
occasional unrealistic goo ness. I loved old books for their historical value, while she
loved them for how they help her understand the development of human language.
When our interest didn’t overlap, we were equally as fascinated. I created automation
software for aeronautics, which she never thought too much about ironically. She enjoyed the intricacies of contagions, which I never considered.
“If you want to explore a relationship with me, I am open to that,” she eventually
said.
“That’s direct …” I said.
“Why shouldn’t I be? I can tell how you feel toward me, and I am single. Never
been with a human before. Besides, your aggressively sexual emotions right now does
arouse and fascinate me. Tell me what you are thinking, Jason.”
“Umm … I wanna rip your dress off right here and now, and take you from behind, hand over mouth. Then I wanna taste your feet, and rub them on my cock.”
She went wide eyed. “You like a passive female?”
“I suppose. That’s what’s running though my head with you …”
“I would like to experience that.”
We quickly decided to cut right to it. I had not been with anyone for over a year.
My balls were practically bluer than she was!
We did not even make it to my bedroom. In my deep, passionate kiss, I was
amazed at how different she tasted and felt. The being’s cool, wet mouth was almost
sweet, but had tones my brain could not recognize. I loved it! I quickly ipped that tall,
feminine being around. Luckily for her dress, undoing a clasp at the top let it fall to the
oor before I tore it off.
I aggressively groped her almost cold body, sometimes focusing on her rm
breasts with super-blue areolae. Fuck, she was so muscular and tight! The fact that her
skin actually felt like textured latex turned me on just that much more.
“Oh, fuck, yes, Jason! Take me! She me what you like!” she resonated deeply.
In a quick motion, I bent her over the table next to my bedroom door, and thrust
my dick up her cool, addicting pussy, her knee up on the table. Like her mouth, there
was something truly inhuman about it. Yes, her tight hole stimulated my member quite
effectively, like that snug glove that makes the mind rush. It was like a hand was actually gripping me down there, moving asynchronously with my thrusts.
I braced myself with one hand over her mouth and the other around her washboard abs. Nose buried in her surprisingly soft tentacle hair, her implausibly sweet
scent permeated my senses. Thrusting as hard as I could, she moaned and cooed. Her
noises were anything but human, though. Her resonance was so deep I was sure I could
not pick up half of the noise she was making. My head ringed oddly, but it seemed to
add to the pleasure.
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When I felt close, I forced myself to gain some composure. I quickly moved her
onto my bed, laying her at on her stomach to mount her from behind. After a few more
hard thrusts into the blue woman, I leaned down. Her cool, oddly cinnamon-like breath
blowing into me. Our eyes met. A look of total bliss and hunger was in her eyes. She
placed her hand onto my head, and subtly pressed my cheek into hers. A moment later I
resumed the hard thrusts into her ponderous, de nitely rubbery pussy. Her cries of
pleasure were so deep now that most of them just resonated in my head, pleasuring me
in ways incomprehensible.
Barely stopping myself before blowing my cum into her, I pulled out. I had her
sit up, and give me her vary large feet. The tops had just that much more texture than
the rest of her, while the high arched bottoms had the smoothest of scaly skin. Their
taste was not like human feet. The avor was very close to the sweet scent she gave off,
but odd in intangible ways. The odd sweetness of them quickly grew on me, making me
drool down her ankle. She gave a deep, resonating moan.
“Sensitive feet, Sanlo?” I huffed.
“I made them sensitive when you said your attraction to them,” she said breathily.
I leaned back, and guided her scaly arches up and down my solid, dripping,
twitching member. She quickly learned the motion, now doing it all herself tightly,
while making her semi-inaudible coos of pleasure. It felt cosmically good!
“Oh, fuck I’m gonna cum!” I screamed.
I grabbed her head, and practically forced my dick down her hot throat. The biggest load of my life blew down her throat, the pleasure making me hazy. Through the
haze, I saw her body begin to deep luminesce it what must have been her orgasm. I
could not hear her cries of pleasure, but the vibrations tingled my entire body …
We cuddled for a while after that catching my breath. I was just bathing in her
lovely scent.
“How was that for you, Sanlo?” I said quietly, twisting around.
“Incredible, Jason.”
She kissed me with her soft rubber lips.
“I never had sex like that before, Sanlo.”
“I never had sex with a human before! You mean you all don’t fuck like that?”
She was actually joking. We laughed and kissed …
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The Pool
So I have this crush: Suzy. This photographer was absolutely perfect. Healthy build, cocoa skin, pink soles, dark eyes, small but wonderful breasts, long curly hair. Maybe I am rather
shy, but that was not the problem. Technically, we were good friends. The hard reality was that
she was a lesbian, and I was very much a guy.
All right, this was as weird as crazy, but I just had to have Suzy, even if I was deluding
myself with porno-based fantasies. So, I invited her to my uncle’s place for the weekend. It was
somewhat secluded, and had a big pool. My uncle said he was interested in going away for a
weekend with his wife last week, so it was opportunistically perfect. Suzy actually said yes,
don’t ask me why.
My phone chirped. Suzy was on her way, and would probably be there in about ten minutes. I texted back that the pool was really warm, and looked great. She replied that she was already wearing her bikini. Was she teasing me? My trunks tented at the thought of the darkskinned beauty in a bikini. This should have been an impossible scenario, but it was happening.
I the casually hopped into the pool …
It may have been mere moments or hours. I could no longer tell. My whole body felt
warm, good, and strange at the same time. It felt as if I was moving at great speeds yet was floating at the same time. I felt so strange and and different and disoriented. There was then a pleasurable sensation of utter calm, while I somehow felt that calm in deeper, more profound ways. I
almost could not think …
In what felt like slow motion, I pushed myself over the surface of the water. My mouth
was wide open to take large gulps of air. On apparent instinct, I palmed my hair back, finding it
was now past my shoulders and quite silken. I looked down to see breasts so massive they were
escaping the black bikini top. The tag peaking out literally read “34DD.” That, like, strangely
didn’t surprise me either. It was kinda familiar. I stuffed my massive jugs back into my bikini.
My sensitive nipples pleasured me right to my vagina. So familiar, so right.
I walked out of the pool. I toweled off my taut body. I was so fuckin’ hot. I slipped my
perfectly streamlined and soft feet into my black flip-flops, which looked like a female version of
the ones there earlier. The bottoms said “8” on them. A version of ones I had earlier? I walked
inside. The fact that I was definitely, like, a couple inches shorter felt normal.
The mirror showed off the blue-eyed, blond bimbo version of was was my male self.
Male self? This was me! I, like, remembered going through life like this. That other life was like
a vivid dream. Here I was a lesbian, no, bi, but liked women better. Well, actually, I was kinda,
like, in love with myself. Some of the best sex I ever had was just me. It was really hard to hid
this body. Never wanted to … Shit. It’s fuckin’ think now! My IQ must lower here. Umm, what
the fuck did that mean? I never needed a brain with such a body. I sucked dicks and ate pussy to
get ahead. Always liked it. Did I always work at an adult modeling agency? … Yeah! I was their
star centerfold!
Suzy was a constant, these days. I wanted her badly, like I did in that other life I can’t really remember. The problem was I, like, wasn’t even her type! I did not know much of anything,
but I did know the pool was going to change Suzy! I did not care how I knew that.
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My mega-crush showed up less than half an hour later. I wanted her the moment she
snapped picture of me. We complimented how hot we looked. Suzy was in a tight blue bikini.
My pussy was so warm. She hooped in the pool without warning. I sat on the squishy mat near
the edge of the pool.
Suzy stayed underwater for what felt like forever! I felt confused like I did when I took a
dip before … She emerged with her mouth wide open, with her eyes even wider. The shiny-wet
babe walked over to me, and put on a hungry smile.
She offered to put some tanning oil on me. I said yes with a giggle. She poured some onto
my legs, and rubbed the cool liquid in.
“Your skin’s so soft,” Suzy complimented, rubbing my legs from hips to the tops of my
feet. She lingered on my feet like a tease.
“Thank you!”
“Turn over. Wanna get your back.”
“Sure!” I flipped onto my stomach.
She began to rub the goo into my lower back — groped her way down from my qand my
feet. She slowed her motions, and kissed my heel with her lips and tongue.
“Suzy?”
“Turn back around.”
“OK …”
“So…” Suzy said. “I wanna do some kinky shit. We’re good friends and all …”
“Yeah?” I giggled.
“You got such sexy feet and all …”
I giggled in response.
Suzy quickly felt her way back down, and felt the bottoms of my feet. She sucked my big
toes — I felt a tingle run up my spine.
“On wow!” I cooed in amazement. “Doesn’t feet bad, like, yeah, sure, fuck, let’s get
kinky …”
“Your feet are so nice,” she said between toe sucking and foot rubbing.
“Think so?”
“Fuck yeah!”
“Let’s go inside, and do some real kinky shit.”
“OK!” I said with a happy giggle.
We hopped up onto the bed, and made out. We were having fun already. She was a great
kisser! She was in total control — led every one of my motions. I could barely keep up!
“Lay back, and give me your feet!” Suzy ordered with a smile.
“OK!”
“So sexy!” Suzy cooed deeply.
She licked and sucked from heel to toe, and sucked off my toes. I think she really wanted
my feet! The attention made my feet tingle in ways that felt so fucking good! It almost felt as
good as rubbing my pussy that was already, like, tingling.
Suzy took off her top, and started to rub her tit with my foot. Fucking hot! Her nipple got
so hard between my toes. Suzy just used my feet to massage her firm tits, and sucked my toes
almost at the same time. All we could do was moan.
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She started to eat out my moist pussy. I moaned through my teeth. She knew just how to
make me coo and writhe in ways that felt perfect. My feet still tingled from the attention they
just got.
Suzy flipped around and sat on my face. All I could do was wet my lips with her wet
pussy lips. She tasted better than I imagined! She humped my mouth, so excited. She sometimes
rubbed my pussy, but this was apparently, like, all about her pleasure. I just gave her what she
wanted.
She moved off my face, and went back to sucking and licking my feet. I moaned so loud
at the attention. She looked into my eyes when frenching just under by toes looking like a horny
sex demon. I think this was her pleasure. She was just using me. I was was fine with that.
Suzy had me squat above her face for her to eat me out. She gave me her feet as a reward
at the same time. I fucked so many people off, but I never smelled or tasted another’s foot before.
Now I had two pink soles all over my face. They tasted like salted silk. Their texture was subtle
yet perfect. Her wrinkles tickled my lips. I couldn’t get enough. She made me squeal from her
fingers in my crotch. I felt desperate to have her feet in my mouth and her fingers inside me forever.
She then guided me into a scissor, and ground our wet pussies together, like, super-wild.
We shared our feet like they were the most pleasurable things in, like, the world, and they were!
We came so fucking hard with our feet in our mouths we squirt a little.
Suzy smooched me aggressively, and asked seriously, “Are you mine?”
“Yes …”
“Stay there,” she ordered almost out of breath, and walked out of the room.
Suzy walked back inside a few minutes later with a massive strap-on dildo. I was pretty
sure it was double sided and vibrated.
“I am your mistress now. Say pumpkin patch if it gets to be too much for you. Get down
here on your knees,” she ordered.
I did what I was told.
“Fucking suck it.”
She forced me to deep-throat the thing. I did not gag, but it was down my throat. A moment of disorientation hit me. It felt like this act was completely knew and unfamiliar, but I remembered sucking people off before. It passed quick.
“Lube my dildo up you dirty fucking bimbo!” she growled.
She pulled my head back, she shoved her fingers down my throat. There was so much
spit! I started sucking her dildo off a second later.
“Yeah, get it wet!” she ordered with a big smile. “I love seeing your fucking spit!”
More than once, she shoved a bunch of her fingers down my throat. There was so much
spit that it almost looked like a guy came in my mouth.
“You like sucking me off, fuckin’ dumb bimbo-slut?”
“Yeah, I fuckin’ love it, mistress!” I said happily.
I dutifully continued to suck off the member. It was so fun and hot, especially when she
forced me to hold the thing deep in my throat.
She finally ordered me to climb up on to the bed on all fours. I squealed harder than ever
the way she spanked me hard and teased my wet pussy.
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“OHHHH, fuck, yeah, mistress!” I squealed the moment she penetrated me without warning. Again, there was an odd moment of disorientation, like I never had a dick or dildo inside me
before. No … Like, I’m was always a happy slut, but was always tight anyway!
Suzy thrust in and out like some wild animal. I could hear the vibrator going, but did not
feel it all that much. Apparently, the thing mostly vibrated on her end. It did not matter, because
her rough thrusts were more than enough to make me grunt and coo so loud.
She was so in control that she put my hands right were she wanted them: One hand on my
asscheek, and the other supporting me on the bed. Her thrust became ever harder when she held
me by the throat and hair. This was rough, much more rough than I ever remembered having. I
could barely even breath. She let go of my throat and hair eventually, and I slumped onto the
bed. But she did not stop humping. She even grasped me by the throat again, harder.
“No safe-word?” she said loudly. “Excellent! You’re my new sex toy, fucking bimbo-slut!
You can forget safe-words!”
She flipped me around by the hair, and shoved herself back inside me. She kissed and
licked my face, and said through her teeth, “You’re mine, bimbo!”
Suzy guided me into a rough scissor, but this time with her member all the way up my
pussy. She sucked my toes like they were some kind of sexual food, while I sucked hers like it
was my duty to worship them (it was). We thrust wildly until we came so hard and loud that our
bodies shook …
She gave me her feet, and ordered, “Now thank you mistress for the pleasure you gave
her.”
I worshiped her perfect feet with total gratitude …
####

Author’s Note: The following is a previously unreleased Flash, completed for this
Compendium.
The Casual Swim
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We casually walked into the darkened pool area. Well, we technically weren’t
supposed to be there, but we gured since it was a semi-public place that one of us
worked for, it would not be a big deal.
OK, the darkened room and subtle blue glow of the pool was a little eerie. That
was the start of a lot of slashers right? Perhaps, though, that was part of the thrill, why
we decided to sneak in after hours.
Our clothes dropped, revealing our young, taught, bikini clad bodies. We giggled
like the naughty college girls we were trying to be.
We hopped in.
The water was warm and penetrating. We kissed, we wrestled tongues. Maybe
we were lesbian lovers. Maybe we weren’t. We just like to have fun now, and us exploring sexuality was a part of that.
We swam around, without a care. The dark blonde of us teasingly pulled the
string to undo the feeble knot holding together our top of the raven haired of us. We
were about the same size, so we stopped caring whose clothes were whose not long ago.
The dark haired of us teased back by wiggling off our bottom on the other. Teasing one
step ahead, we removed the remaining clothes on us on our own.
Now completely nude in the pool that technically had no rule against nudity, we
when under water to break a rule de nitely. From the moment we met, we knew we
would not be traditional lovers, but we also knew we were of like mind to a dangerous
degree. We had grown almost primal in our less than traditional relationship. Our lips
and tongues were now locked in a perpetual battle of lustful competition, as our arms
held us tight and hands gropes our lover holes. Our loud moans echoed throughout the
owing liquid.
We both noticed was looked like a owing array of Red ribbons and strings coming toward us, but were too locked in our sexual hunger at that moment to care. Well,
perhaps it increased the pleasure of the moment, something unexpected literally adding
color to our moment.
The owing Red surrounded us under the water. We ground our crotches wildly
together, the excitement of some unknown thing driving us wild. There was no sense of
danger, but our minds were only caring about the creation of pleasure.
A great warmth and difference began to overwhelm us. The living Red now beginning to encase us. We were somehow becoming cocooned within the deepening Red,
entombed in our primal experimentation. This possibility, too, excited us. This was
some new, unknown thing that was certainly not inhibiting our desires.
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The Red was inside us now, adapting to us, transforming us. Pleasures began to
ow through us now the likes of which beyond our dreams. It was so powerful, too
powerful, even painful. Our screams of writhing ecstasy wrapped apart our minds and
bodies, while those screams accord back into us.
All we could now see was Red and hunger. Either our bodies as we knew them
were their, or they weren’t, we were not sure if we care. The intimacy of our minds becoming connected was beyond the most exquisite of pleasures amounts the painful ones
consuming us.
Through the great, writhing pleasure, we were no longer sure if we were even
alive anymore, or at least not in the Human sense. It was in that moment we nally began to feel some true awareness of was what happening to us.
The Red, perhaps controlled or created by another, sought to create something
knew yet something old. It did not matter who it found to enact its singular purpose.
We were simply the ones that were there. Our bodies were opened up at the genetic level to enact its sole purpose in its existence, but not before it assimilated our minds and
souls.
In its own way, the Red was surprised at the beings it found. It learned exactly
what we were, and perhaps understood us more than we did. All our lives we never
wanted to be like everyone else, and explored that through the pleasure of fucking others and ourselves. It was pornographic, but easily even more raw and primal at even
that early stage. Yet, it was still held back, at least trying to pretend to be like everyone
else.
There was fear, we now admitted thanks to the Red, when we rst met. We saw
how our soles were mirror images, and could not help but explore our desires, which
we did not yet truly understand.
We fucked each other the very night we met, scissoring with a thick dildo and
consuming our soft feet. What we thought we felt was pure lust, but in a way, it was not
even that. What we felt, was something beyond lust somehow. We were connected spiritually in our need to explore pleasures.
Oh, the things we did to each other to feel that special pleasure you can somehow feel at the pit of your throat. We did not always feel it, but at was OK. The hard orgasm was all that really mattered, as most normal people would agree.
We were far from normal, and perhaps, that was what we were always trying to
understand. Why did we require such pleasures? It was in this transformative moment
that we were on the cusp on true understanding, and how that was the wrong question.
Now on the road to the enlightenment so desperately desired, we let our merging, merged minds y to the truth within us …
Our sprits were once one, and are becoming one again. The Red was from our
power of eternity and destiny. We existed separate and whole throughout many life-
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times. Why we become two was always a mystery to us, until we realize that was the
game made eternity worthwhile. We were one again to start the game anew …
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